


















“ … Advice for a POST-CHRISTENDOM Church”

https://sociology.cass.anu.edu.au/research/projects/australia-s-gen-zs


“ … Advice for a POST-CHRISTENDOM Church”



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2uM5ORxfXQ




Bouncing Back from the Post-Truth Fall

Advice for Agnostics and Those Who Disciple Them

bit.ly/LocatingLearnersGBS2
bit.ly/CSPPrimer                       
bit.ly/CSPPlan



The Truth of Christian Schooling according 
to Mitch—my ‘token agnostic’ friend



How Christian 
Discipleship 

Accelerated an 
Agnostic Fall

Pre-Christian 
Understanding

Post-Christian 
Attitude



Only 40% believe 
religion is good 
for people and 
important to 

society

70% Christians 
‘drop out’

36% prodigals
36% nomads
21% habitual
8% resilient

In Australia, for 18-35 year olds, 
most believe in ‘spiritual forces’ …



INTERPRETATION

(words)

REALITY

(world)

TRUTH?

AUTHORITY/REVELATION
#1 premodern

AUTONOMY/REASON

#2 modern

EXPERIENCE/DECONSTRUCTION

#3 postmodern echo chamber  re-tribalise

Post-Truth Descent: 
How ‘Facts’ fell 
to ‘Truthiness’



“Faith is what we do when we cantilever our lives out over 

what we do not and cannot know, while anchoring our lives 
upon what we think we do know. Faith relies on knowledge 

even as it moves out from knowledge into the unknown” 

(John G. Stackhouse Jr., Humble Apologetics [2002], 107)

Trust in what you                  
think you know … 

… so you can reach             
where you need to go

Reframing Faith: Knowledge 
+ Trust + Action



Scholarship
(examine beliefs)

Experience
(experience 
practices)

Tradition
(exemplify

values)

Scripture
(enter the story)

Critical Inquiry 
as a hermeneutic spiral

between our interpretation (i)
of four sources, founded

on God’s Word

i

ii

i

Integrating Sources: 
From Echo Chamber 
to Protestant Tetralectic



Consistent

Complete

Corresponds

Livable

Bouncing Back: 
scrutinise all, 

jump when ready



Grappling Again: 
Next Gen Climbers 
Choosing Christian Formation

bit.ly/LocatingLearnersGBS2
bit.ly/CSPPrimer                       bit.ly/CSPPlan

















Why didn’t my 
friends get it?



Why didn’t my 
friends get it?





Questions to consider:
•How are we showing young people that Jesus is more 

desirable and holds more answers than what the 
world has to offer?

•How are we consistently teaching, challenging and 
encouraging young people in the practical day-to-day 
life of their faith?

•How are we leaving room for young people to 
question their faith, to share their confessions 
and to ask the big questions?





















TABLE TALK

What connected for me?
What question(s) would we like to ask the panel?

•How are we showing young people that Jesus is more desirable 
and holds more answers than what the world has to offer?

•How are we consistently teaching, challenging and encouraging young people 
in the practical day-to-day life of their faith?

•How are we leaving room for young people to question their faith, 
to share their confessions and to ask the big questions?






